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STATISTICS OF INTERNAL EXCITATIONSOF ATOMIC SYSTEMSR. S. Berry a*, B. M. Smirnov ba Department of Chemistry, University of ChiagoChiago, IL 60637, USAb Institute of High Temperatures127412, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 6 June 2001The harater of internal exitations is ompared for phase transitions and hemial transitions in atomi sys-tems. Although the temperature dependenes of some physial parameters of atomi systems have resonane-likestrutures with maxima in both ases, the dependenes of the partition funtions on the number of elementaryexitations or the exitation energy di�er beause of the di�erene in the numbers of interations that governthe transitions. The phase hanges of ondensed rare gases are onsidered in the ase where the external pres-sure is small and the di�erenes between phases are predominantly assoiated with di�erenes in on�gurations.Important energy parameters of rare gases are determined by the attrative part of the pairwise interationpotential between atoms. The statistial analysis shows the existene of a �freezing limit� temperature forthese systems, below whih the liquid state beomes unstable. The kinetis of the deay of suh unstable statesis analyzed in terms of the di�usion of voids.PACS: 61.20.Gy, 61.25.Bi, 61.43.Fs, 64.70.Dv1. INTRODUCTIONA phase transition orresponds to a transition be-tween di�erent aggregate states; for a �rst-order phasetransition, the internal energy of a bulk system hangesdisontinuously as the temperature varies and the pres-sure is onstant [1�3℄. In ontrast to this, a hemi-al transition, i.e., a transition between two limitinghemial states of a substane, ours throughout sometemperature range, with a shifting equilibrium ratio ofthe speies, when onduted at a onstant pressure.This prinipal di�erene between the phase and hem-ial transformations is lost for systems onsisting of a�nite number of atoms�notably, lusters [4�10℄. Com-puter simulations of phase transitions in lusters [4�10℄reveal some peuliarities of this phenomenon, in par-tiular, the oexistene of the phases throughout sometemperature range. From general onsiderations, onean infer that this range has sharp upper and lowerbounds, whih we may all the �melting limit� Tm andthe �freezing limit� Tf . The range between Tf and*E-mail: smirnov�or.ru

Tm an remain or shrink to zero as the number of par-tiles N in the luster grows very large. However ineither ase, the observable e�et of inreasing N is tomake the range of the apparent oexistene shrink to asingle temperature Teq at whih the free energies andmean hemial potentials of the two forms are equal.Away from this temperature, the thermodynamiallyunfavored phase an be present in observable amountsfor relatively small N , but as N inreases, the unfa-vored phase beomes so unfavored that the amountsor frequenies of its appearane beome unobservablysmall. Beause of the observability of unfavored phasesfor small systems, the transitions or phase hanges be-tween aggregate states are very similar to those be-tween hemial states suh as hemial isomers.The study of phase transitions in lusters [4�10℄, es-peially fousing on their mirosopi nature, has givenus a deepened understanding of the nature of phasetransitions for bulk systems. Analyzing the phase andhemial transformations in bulk systems from the mi-rosopi standpoint, one an �nd both ommon anddi�erent features of these phenomena. Suh an analysisis the goal of this paper. We are guided by the simplest889



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 4 (10), 2001ases for this analysis.We ompare the solid�liquid phase transition for asystem of atoms bound by a pair interation with thesimple hemial transformations, ionization and disso-iation. This omparison allows us to establish theommon and di�erent features of the phase and hem-ial transitions from the mirosopi standpoint. Themirosopi interpretation allows us to expand our un-derstanding of the phase transition.2. CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM ANDTRANSFORMATIONSWe �rst onsider the simplest hemial equilibria,in whih a gaseous system onsists of partiles XY atlow temperatures that dissoiate into X and Y at hightemperatures, and the hemial equilibrium thereforehas the form XY ! X+Y: (2:1)For the ionization equilibrium, we use this form andonsider X to be an ion (A+) and Y an eletron (e), inwhih ase the ionization equilibrium isA+ + e ! A: (2:2)In parallel, we onsider the dissoiation equilibrium, inwhih the omposite partiles XY are dimer moleulesand the dissoiation equilibrium has the formA+A ! A2: (2:3)We use the simplest formulas for these equilibria. Forthe ionization equilibrium, the number densities of ele-tronsNe, ionsNi, and atomsNa are related by the Sahaequation [11; 12℄NeNiNa = gegiga �meTe2�~2 �3=2 exp�� JTe� ; (2:4)where me and Te are the mass and temperature of ele-trons and ge, gi, and ga are the statistial weights ofthe eletron (ge = 2), the ion, and the atom eletronistates. Introduing the probabilities for an eletronto be free we = Ne=N or to be bound in an atomwa = Na=N (where N = Ne + Na is the total num-ber density of free and bound eletrons, and hene,we + wa = 1), we represent Saha formula (2.3) for aquasineutral plasma with Ne = Ni asw2ewa = g exp�� JTe� ; (2:5)where the statistial weight g of free eletron states isg = 1N gegiga �meTe2�~2 �3=2 : (2:6)

In general, the statistial weight of free, ontinuumstates is the ratio of the typial atomi number densityin the ondensed phase to the density of free atoms inthe gas phase, and hene, this value is large. There-fore, the value 1= ln g is a small parameter of the the-ory, beause we onsider transitions between free andbound states; these transitions our in a relatively nar-row range of temperatures due to a small value of thisparameter. We note that we deal with an ensembleonsisting of a su�iently large number of partiles toallow us to neglet the �utuations.We now determine the temperature width for thistransition. We de�ne the eletron temperature for theionization transition Tion as the temperature for whihwe(Tion) = 1=2. To be preise, we de�ne the tempera-ture range�T of the transition from atoms to eletronsand ions suh that the value we varies in this regionfrom 1=4 up to 3=4. Hene, we have�T = T 2ionJ ln 27; (2:7)and a small parameter in this ase isTion=J = 1= ln g:In partiular, under onditions of Fig. 1, Eq. (2.7) gives�T=Tion = 0:3:Using the same expressions for the probabilities offree and bound states, we have for the dissoiation equi-librium w2awm = g exp��DTe� ; (2:8)where wa is the probability for an atom to be freeand wm is the probability for an atom to be boundin the dimer moleule; D is the dissoiation energy ofthe moleule. In ontrast to the ionization equilibrium,where the probability of exited atom states is small,exited rotational and vibrational moleule states aretaken into aount in Eq. (2.8). But the struture ofthis formula is the same as for the ionization equilib-rium. Figures 1 and 2 give some examples of the ion-ization and dissoiation equilibria. The width of thetransition between free and bound states in the tem-perature sale is determined by the small parameter1= ln g and dereases as the number density of partilesdereases.As a result of renormalization, we an infer fromEq. (2.5) the respetive partition funtions of free andbound eletron states Ze and Za. For the ionizationequilibrium, we then haveZ2eZa = g exp�� JTe� : (2:9)890
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Fig. 1. The spei� heat apaity of argon with asodium admixture in the temperature range of thesodium ionization transition. The onentration ofsodium atoms is equal to 10% and the number den-sity of argon atoms orresponds to the pressure 1Torrat room temperature
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Fig. 2. The spei� heat apaity of iodine J2 in therange of the dissoiation transition if the iodine num-ber density orresponds to the pressure 1Torr at roomtemperatureWe obtain a orresponding relation for the dissoiationequilibrium. These formulas an be used for the anal-ysis of statistis of hemial equilibria.We now determine the partial partition funtion forthe ionization equilibrium that orresponds to a givennumber of free eletrons at a ertain temperature. Anequivalent result appears for the dissoiation equilib-rium. If the total number of nulei in the system is nand the number of ionized atoms is m, the probabilityof this event is determined by the Poisson formulaWnm = Cmn wme wn�ma = Cmn wme (1� we)n�m; (2:10)where the ratio between we and wa (with we+wa = 1)is given by Eq. (2.5). The partition funtion Znm of thesystem with a given number of free and bound eletronsis proportional to this value, and we take these valuesto be idential for simpliity. We note that formation

of m free eletrons in this system orresponds to theexitation energym(J + 3Te=2) � mJ:For a large number of free and bound eletrons inthe system, i.e., m� 1 and n� 1, the partition fun-tion Znm has a sharp maximum as a funtion of m:near the maximum m = m0, it has the formZnm = Z0 exp h�� (m�m0)2i ; (2:11)and in aordane with the above relations, we havem0 = nwe; � = 12m0 nn�m0 : (2:12)From this expression, we see that the partition funtionhas a narrow maximum in the range of the number ofbroken bonds �m � pn if m0 � n, and the relativemaximum width �m=m0 tends to zero as 1=pn whenthe number of atoms tends to in�nity.3. CONFIGURATION EXCITATION OF ASYSTEM OF BOUND ATOMSIt follows from the above analysis that as a fun-tion of the exitation energy, the partition funtion isharaterized by one maximum. In ontrast to this, thepartition funtion for the solid�liquid phase equilibriumhas two maxima, and eah maximum orresponds to aertain aggregate state. Below we onsider, from thisstandpoint, the solid�liquid phase transition for on-densed rare gases when the interation between nearestneighbors dominates. We use measured parameters ofthe aggregate states of ondensed rare gases near theirtriple points and onsider a ondensed rare gas as asystem of bound atoms with short-range interations,i.e., assume that interations between nearest neighborsgive the main ontribution to the onstitutive parame-ters of suh systems. The redued parameters of on-densed rare gases are expressed through the parametersof the pair interation potential of these atoms, whihare known well [13�16℄; this information is based on theparameters of diatomi moleules, ondensed and denserare gases and ollision parameters of pairs of atoms.Next, the lassial harater of the atomi motion inondensed systems of Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, together withthe short-range harater of the interations of atomsin these systems, allows us to use a saling analysisto express bulk parameters of these systems throughparameters of the interation potential of two atoms.Simplifying this operation, we hoose the parameters891



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 4 (10), 2001of the pair interation potential of these atoms as D,the depth of the potential well, and Re, the equilib-rium distane between atoms of the diatomi moleule.Adding to these parameters the atom mass m, we anexpress the physial value of any dimensioned propertythrough the three parameters m; Re, and D. The de-gree of oinidene of the redued physial parametersfor di�erent rare gases then determines the auray ofsuh a saling law for real systems; for real rare gases,this measure of auray is several perent.The analysis of parameters of the solid rare gasesshows a small ontribution of a long-range interation.Indeed, the ratio of the distane a between nearestatoms in the solid rare gases at zero temperature tothe equilibrium distane between atoms of the orre-sponding diatomi, averaged over all the stable raregases, is [17�19℄a=Re = 1:005� 0:013;and the redued sublimation energy "sub of solid raregases is 6:4�0:2 per atom. For a system of bound atomswith only the nearest-neighbor interations, these val-ues are equal to 1 and 6 respetively, whereas for a sys-tem of atoms with the Lennard�Jones interations, forwhih there is a long-range ontribution to physial pa-rameters of the system, the respetive values are equalto 0:97 and 8:41 [20℄. This shows that ondensed raregases are lose to systems of atoms with the interationbetween nearest neighbors only, and the error from thisassumption is less than 10% for any parameter.Taking real ondensed rare gases as a system ofbound atoms with a short-range interation (i.e., theinteration between nearest neighbors only), we obtainadditional information about this system on the basisof parameters of ondensed rare gases. In partiular,Table 1 ontains the redued parameters of the phasetransition of this system near the triple point. In thisTable, Ttr and ptr are the temperature and pressureat the triple point, �Hfus and �Sfus are the fusionenergy and the entropy hange per atom as a result ofthe phase transition, �sol and �liq are the density of thesolid and liquid rare gases at the triple point, and �(0)is this value at zero temperature; the spei� volumeper atom for the solid and liquid states are denoted asV0 and Vliq , respetively. In addition, the equilibriumvapor pressure p above the solid and liquid surfaes isgiven by the respetive formulap = psol exp��"solT � ; p = pliq exp��"liqT � ; (3:1)where the parameters "sol and "liq haraterize thebinding energies per atom for the solid and liquid states

Table 1. Redued average parameters of ondensedrare gases at the triple point [17�10℄Redued value Average quantityTtr=D 0:579� 0:007ptrR3e=D; 10�3 1:9� 0:2�Hfus=D 0:98� 0:02�Sfus 1:68� 0:03ptr�V=�Hfus; 10�4 2:2� 0:4"sub=D 6:4� 0:2�(0)R3e=p2 1:01� 0:04�solR3e=p2 0:92� 0:02�liqR3e=p2 0:80� 0:02Vliq=V0 1:153� 0:006"ev=D 5:4� 0:2psolR3e=D 110� 20pliqR3e=D 25� 4"liq=D 5:5� 0:1Tr=D 1:04� 0:02of this system, to within the auray of the thermal en-ergy at the melting point. The parameters of Eq. (3.1)are given in Table 1.It follows from the data in Table 1 that the mehan-ial work ptr�V during the phase transition of a realrare gas near the triple point is small ompared to thehange �Hfus of the internal energy of the onstituentatoms. This simpli�es the analysis and allows us toneglet the expansion of the system of bound atomsduring the phase transition, and hene, to treat thisproess as a funtion of only one variable. Below, weonsider the temperature range of the melting pointwhere the riterion�Hfus � p�V (3:2)is satis�ed. Here, p is the pressure on the melting urveand �V is the inrease of the spei� volume. In thistemperature range, the attrative part of the pair inter-ation potential of atoms is responsible for the behaviorof this system of atoms, and it is not neessary to ex-pliitly aount for the external pressure beause thatwould be very small ompared to the attration fores892



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 4 (10), 2001 Statistis of internal exitations : : :between the interating atoms. This riterion is validunder the ondition p� DR3e : (3:3)Equation (3.1) and the data in Table 1 imply that theseriteria are valid at least at temperaturesT < Tr; (3:4)where Tr is the ritial temperature for the liquid�gastransition (see Table 1). We note that at high externalpressures, the repulsive part of the pair interation po-tential of atoms is important for the phase transitionand the mehanial work p�V makes a onsiderableontribution to the fusion energy.We now analyze the exitation of a system of manybound atoms with a pair interation in the ase wherethe interation the interation between nearest neigh-bors dominates. Computer simulations of lusters,whih are systems of suh bonded atoms and haveompleted shells, show the omplex harater of thephase transition. At a ertain degree of exitation,atoms of �lled shells move out of those shells to theluster surfae; they �oat on it, albeit with somewhathindered motion, and then return, typially exhang-ing roles with other atoms oming out of the surfaelayer [21, 22℄. These transitions are easiest for the out-ermost shell, but are possible for others beneath, and insome range of temperatures one an thus onstrut sev-eral alori urves [23℄, eah desribing the exitationof a partiular shell. Evidently, when a luster beomesvery large, one an extrat the surfae exitation andthe bulk (internal) exitation in this way. Although wehere draw from the experiene of phase transitions inlusters, in order to simplify this analysis, we restritthe further disussion to internal exitations only, andtherefore onsider in�nite lusters or bulk systems ofbound atoms.We note two types of exitations in a bulk systemof bound atoms. The �rst deals with the exitationof vibrations or phonons; this exitation is identialin priniple for the solid and liquid states, apart fromthe regular harater of exitations of a periodi lattie.The exitation of the other type, the on�guration exi-tation, orresponds to a hange in the atomi positions.When this exitation is small, it an be haraterizedby the hange in the number of vaanies inside therystal lattie. These vaanies result from removalof atoms from sites of the rystal lattie to positionsoutside. When the number of vaanies beomes large,suh that neighboring vaanies border, these vaaniestransform into voids [24℄, and the energy of formation of

an individual void, as well as its volume, depends on thedegree of the on�guration exitation. We assume theexitations of these two types to be independent andanalyze the on�guration exitation, whih is responsi-ble for the phase transition as a result of formation ofvoids inside the system.Considering the on�guration exitation to be un-equilibrium with respet to the thermal motion ofatoms, we use a simple model for this exitation [25�27℄. We prepare an exited state as follows. In a rys-tal onsisting of n + v atoms, we reate v vaaniesinside by removing v atoms to the outside. Then v,the number of vaanies formed, haraterizes the ex-itation degree of this system. In the seond stage ofthe evolution, this system relaxes suh that it shrinks,and its internal energy typially (but not neessarily)drops. We haraterize the degree of the on�gura-tion exitation of this system by the number of voidsv, whih oinides with the number of interior vaantsites. Of ourse, in ontrast to a vaany, an individualvoid varies its form and volume in time; we onsider anindividual void in terms of its average form and volume.We use statistial parameters for eah void, harater-izing it by a ertain energy "v of its formation and thestatistial weight gv. Thus, we desribe the degree ofthe on�guration exitation of the system by the num-ber of voids that are initially isolated vaanies. In thismanner, we onsider an exitation as a gas of noninter-ating voids that are idential on average, whereas theparameters of an individual void depend on the degreeof exitation.The statistial model under onsideration involvesaveraging over atomi positions in a system of inter-ating atoms. If we restrit the treatment to intera-tions between nearest neighbors only, we an expressthe exitation energy through the average number ofthe nearest neighbors n for any internal atom. Themean binding energy per atom is then given by" = Dn=2;where D is the binding energy per individual bond andthe average volume per atom isV = 12V0=n;where the spei� volume V0 is that based on the solidstate. From this, we haveV = V0 "sub" = V0 n"sub"sub � "vv=n; (3:5)where "v is the energy of formation of one elementaryvoid and "sub is the binding energy per atom for the893



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 4 (10), 2001solid state. In partiular, this implies that for the liq-uid state, �liq � V0V "sub"sub ��Hfus = 1; (3:6)and the statistial average of this parameter over realrare gases gives �liq = 1:024� 0:006;and Eq. (3.2) is therefore valid within the auray of3%. Evidently, the error in �liq is related to the au-ray of using the mean-�eld approximation.Considering the liquid�solid phase transition as aresult of the formation of voids, we onstrut the par-tition funtion of a void gas asZ(v) = Cvn+vgvv exp��v"vT � ; (3:7)where "v is the energy of formation of an individualvoid, gv is the statistial weight of a void, and theseparameters depend on the parameter x = v=n. Assum-ing voids to be independent, we de�ne the energy ofthe formation of an individual void as"v = "0 � U � vn� ; (3:8)where U is the e�etive interation potential of voids,"0 is the energy of the formation of a vaany in therystal as a result of removing an internal atom to thesurfae, i.e., when v = 0 ("0 = 6 D in the ase of theinteration between nearest neighbors only). We takethe statistial weight of an individual void to have theform [26, 27℄ g = 1 + a vn; a� 1: (3:9)For the e�etive interation potential, we use [26, 27℄U �vn� = "0 hexp���nv �� exp��k�nv �i == "0u� vn� ;u(x) = exp���x�� exp��k�x� ; (3.10)where � and k are parameters. These relations im-ply that as the unoupied spae inside the system in-reases, the statistial weight per atom inreases, andthe energy of the formation of new vaanies dereases.It then follows that the redued logarithm of the par-tition funtion is given bylnZ(v)n = x ln(1 + ax) + ln(1 + x) ++ x ln�1 + 1x�� x"0T [1� u(x)℄ ; x = vn: (3.11)

Table 2. Mean parameters of ondensed rare gasesat the triple pointValue Average quantity� 0:13� 0:01k 4:8� 0:2vliq=n 0:31� 0:01a 65� 15U(vliq=n)=D 3:3� 0:2U(vmin=n)=D 1:3� 0:1� lnZ((vmin=n)=n) 0:39� 0:02
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T = TmFig. 3. The dependene of the spei� free energy of on-densed rare gases on the redued volume per one atom.The right minimum orresponds to the liquid state; atT = T�, the liquid state beomes unstableThe use of the phase transition parameters for on-densed rare gases at their triple points together withthis expression for the partition funtion allows us to�nd the parameters of this model [25�27℄. We notethat the omplex form (3.6) of the e�etive interationpotential of voids is related to a bimodal form of thepartition funtion that annot be realized at k = 1.The parameters of this model averaged over the stablerare gases are given in Table 2 [26, 27℄.One an ontinue the partition funtion of a sys-tem of bound atoms to the range of low temperatures,where the liquid state of the bulk is a metastable ag-gregate state. Figure 3 shows the dependene of thespei� free energy F = �T lnZon the spei� volume and is based on Eqs. (3.5) and(3.7)�(3.10); the mehanial work as a result of the894
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Fig. 4. Calori urves for argon � the temperature de-pendenes of the internal energy of aggregate states.The solid alori urve is given by Eq. (4.1) and thealori urve is given by Eq. (4.3)phase transition is negleted in aordane with rite-ria (3.3) and (3.4). The �rst (left) maxima of theseurves in Fig. 3 at low exitation energy orrespondsto the solid state; the seond orrespond to the liq-uid state. We use Eq. (3.7) for the spei� partitionfuntion and the relations between the volume per oneatom V , the spei� exitation energy v"v=n, and therelative number of voids v=n. It follows from Fig. 3that below the freezing limit T� = 0:36D, the liquidmaximum of the partition funtion disappears and theliquid state beomes unstable.4. THE CALORIC CURVE OF CONDENSEDRARE GASES AND THE RATE OFEQUILIBRATIONThus, negleting the surfae on�guration exita-tion of large lusters of rare gases, we restrit our de-sription to two aggregate states that orrespond to thesolid and liquid states of a bulk system. Figure 4 givesthe alori urves for these states. Eah alori urveis the temperature dependene of the spei� internalenergy of the isothermal system of bound atoms. Wetake the exitation energy as a sum of the phonon exi-tation energy and the on�guration exitation energy.The phonon ontribution to the exitation energy peratom is given by [11℄Eph = 3Td��DT � ; (4:1)where d(x) = 3x3 xZ0 z3dzexp(z)� 1 (4:2)

is the Debye funtion; the Debye temperature �D doesnot onform to the saling law. Figure 4 orrespondsto argon, for whih we take [20, 28℄ �D � 90 K. Thespei� energy of the on�guration exitation is takenas v"v=n for the liquid state and is zero for the solidstate, and therefore, the total spei� internal energyof the liquid state isEliq = 3Td��DT �+ vn"vliq ; (4:3)and the seond term is absent for the solid state. Next,the liquid alori urve terminates at the freezing limitT� where the liquid maximum of the free energy disap-pears (see Fig. 3). In the same manner, the solid aloriurve terminates at high temperatures in this formu-lation. Beause the ritial temperature of the solidstate is su�iently high suh that the mehanial workof solid�liquid transitions annot be negleted, it wouldbe inorret to disuss the high-temperature range ofthe alori urve within this framework. Beause thesaling law is invalid for the phonon exitation ener-gies, we spei�ally analyze the parameters of argon inwhat follows.We note the prinipal di�erene in the onstrutionof alori urves for lusters and for bulk systems. Forlusters, the oexistene of the solid and liquid phasesis possible in some temperature range where the proba-bility of the loation of a luster in eah aggregate stateis nonnegligible. Hene, assuming that the time inter-vals between transitions from one aggregate state toanother is long ompared to the observation time andthat the times required for the transitions are brief onthe same sale, we terminate the alori urve of eahstate at a temperature at whih the probability of ob-serving the luster in this state beomes small. (Morerigorously, we ould terminate where the loal mini-mum in the free energy of that form disappears.) Forlarge lusters or a bulk system, this probability of theobservation of the unfavored phase is very, very small,even in the viinity of the melting point, but a typi-al dwell time in one phase may be long, even in�nite,preisely at the melting point, if the luster is maro-sopi. Hene, onstruting the alori urve in Fig. 4for argon, we suppose the mean dwell time in the liquidstate to be su�iently long. The true low-temperaturetermination of the liquid alori urve means that ateven lower temperatures, the metastable liquid statedoes not exist. In addition, Fig. 5 gives the spei�volume of the argon liquid state; the argon fusion en-ergy for the solid�liquid phase transition is representedin Fig. 6. In aordane with riteria (3.3)�(3.5), our895
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Fig. 6. The fusion energy for the solid�liquid phase tran-sition in argontreatment is restrited to a range of temperatures thatare not too high.For a bulk system, the deay of the liquid state be-low the melting point is determined by �utuations dueto nonuniformities in the void distribution. This alsoours for small lusters. For very large lusters or bulksystems, we neglet these �utuations, and metastableliquid states an therefore live very long in the abseneof external perturbations. Below the freezing limit, thedeay of an unstable liquid state results from the di�u-sion of voids to the boundary of the system; below, webrie�y analyze this proess.Beause the di�usion proess has an ativationharater, it slows down with a temperature dereaseand stops at su�iently low temperatures. Beause thevoids move by di�usion, the rate of this proess dependson the geometry of the system. We onsider atoms tobe bonded with a substratum, and bound atoms toform a �lm on the substratum surfae. (The substra-tum may be another layer of the same material.) Ifthe �lm thikness is l, the typial time of a void de-

parture outside the �lm is of the order l2=Ddif , whereDdif is the di�usion oe�ient of voids inside the �lm.Beause a displaement of voids is determined by theinverse displaement of atoms, the di�usion oe�ientof voids is Ddif � !Da2 exp��EaT � ; (4:4)where !D = �D=~ is the Debye frequeny, a is thelattie onstant, T is a urrent temperature, and Eais the ativation energy for the atomi displaement,whih depends on the relative number of voids or va-anies inside the system. We assume that the heattransport proeeds more e�etively than the proess ofvoid di�usion beause of the ativation harater of thelast proess, i.e., the riterionDdif � �; (4:5)is satis�ed, where � is the thermal di�usivity oe�-ient.The ativation energy drops if the relative numberof voids drops. Evidently, the �frozen� temperature(an analogue of the glassy temperature [30℄) is deter-mined by the onditionZ Ddifl2 dt � 1: (4:6)Assuming the temperature variation rate dT=dt to beonstant, we obtain from Eqs. (4.5) and (4.4) that!Da2l2 exp��EaTf � T 2fEa dTdt � 1; (4:7)where Tf is the temperature below whih voids arefrozen, and the ativation energy Ea � Tf orrespondsto a frozen relative number of voids.The ativation energy of this proess inreases asthe number of voids dereases. Below, we onsider thistransition in the limit in whih the atoms form a rys-tal lattie, and even the nearest vaanies do not bor-der eah other. We take a fae-entered ubi lattiefor the solid state of the system of bound atoms. Thetransition of a vaany from one lattie site to a neigh-boring one is similar to the transition of an atom nextto a vaany to the vaany site. For simpliity, we �xother atoms in the sites of the rystal lattie. To makethe transition to a neighboring site, a test atom mustoverome a barrier; from symmetry onsiderations, thebarrier height is the di�erene of the total interationpotentials of atoms with the test atom loated in a site896



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 4 (10), 2001 Statistis of internal exitations : : :of the rystal lattie and halfway between two neighbor-ing vaanies. If we introdue the pair interation po-tential of atoms U(R) at the distane R between them,we obtain the barrier heightEa = �11U(a)� 2U(p2a)� 4U(p3a)� U(2a) ++ 4U  p32 a!+ 4U  p52 a!++ 8U  p72 a!+ 2U �32a� : (4.8)We aount for the interation of a transiting atom withthe nearest neighbors as it passes from the initial to the�nal atom position; a is the distane between nearestneighbors of the lattie.In partiular, we use the Lennard�Jones interationpotential between atomsU(R) = D "�ReR �12 � 2�ReR �6# ; (4:9)where Re is the equilibrium distane between atoms fora lassial diatomi moleule and D is its dissoiationenergy. In this ase, we haveEa = 9:2D: (4:10)For the Morse interation potentialU(R) = D [exp (�2�(R�Re)�)� 2 exp (�(R�Re))℄ (4.11)and the Morse parameter � = 6=Re (making the poten-tial as similar to the Lennard�Jones one as possible),we have Ea = 8:2D: (4:12)We note that both interation potentials are harater-ized by idential dissoiation energiesD of the diatomimoleule and idential seond derivatives of the inter-ation potentials at their equilibrium distanes,U 00(Re) = 72=R2e:If we restrit the interations to those between nearestneighbors of the rystal lattie, then a = Re. Theseresults an be used to obtain an upper limit for the a-tivation energy of the transition under onsideration.The riterion of validity of Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) issuh that neighboring voids are individual vaanies atthe rystal lattie sites, i.e., v � n=12.We now analyze the harater of the frozen proessunder the onditions of the spei� experiment [29, 30℄,

when the thikness of the argon �lm on the ooper tar-get is 0:1�m and the ooling rate is 2 K/min. In aor-dane with Eq. (4.7), voids are frozen if Ea=Tf � 14.If the deay of an unstable state resulting from an irre-versible transport of voids starts from the temperatureT� = 52 K, some fration of the voids di�uses to theoutside under the given onditions, until the ativationenergy of the void di�usion proess reahes the valueEa = 14T� � 5D:Beause this value is less than the ativation energy(4.10) and (4.12) for the di�usion of vaanies in therystal, some of the voids are frozen by this oolingproess. Thus, it follows from the above estimate thata system of bound atoms is haraterized by a nonequi-librium number of voids or vaanies that are aughtand frozen at low temperatures, and this number de-pends on the rate of ooling of this system.5. CONCLUSIONAlthough there is no di�erene in the forms of thetemperature dependene of some physial parametersfor systems of a �nite number of bound atoms inthe ases of hemial transformations and phasetransitions, these phenomena are di�erent in prinipledue to the di�erent dependenes of the orrespondingpartition funtions on the number of elementaryexitations or the exitation energy. For hemialtransformations, the partition funtion has a sharpmaximum at the average number of exitations at agiven temperature, and this maximum tends to in�nityas the number of exitations tends to in�nity. Thetemperature variation leads to a smooth transitionfrom one hemial state of the system to the other.For the phase transition of a large system, whensurfae exitations are not important, the partitionfuntion has two maxima as a funtion of the numberof elementary on�guration exitations; these maximaorrespond, e.g., to the solid and the liquid. Theliquid state is haraterized by a freezing limit belowwhih the liquid maximum disappears. Quenhingthe on�guration exitations in a large system ofinterating atoms results in a transport of voids to theboundaries of the system or from them. The haraterof the void transport proess determines the state ofthis system of bound atoms after its ooling.This paper is supported in part by the RFBR (grant99-02-16094) and by the National Siene Foundation.9 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 (10) 897
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